At present, *binary_c* is accessed through the Faculty of Engineering and Physics (FEPS) of the University of Surrey’s *git* server at https://gitlab.eps.surrey.ac.uk/ri0005/binary_c. Access requires permission which is done on a user-by-user basis and currently only works if you have a Gmail account.

In order to obtain an account, you need to do the following, in order

1. Try to log in at [https://gitlab.eps.surrey.ac.uk/ri0005/binary_c](https://gitlab.eps.surrey.ac.uk/ri0005/binary_c) using your Gmail account by clicking on the [log in button]. You will be told *your account is locked!* This poorly-worded message means you have to...

2. Email me at r.izzard@surrey.ac.uk and tell me your account is “locked”. I will then email IT support, who will unlock your account.

3. IT support should then tell me your account is unlocked so I should then be able to tell you. However, IT support have been known to unlock accounts and *not* let me know, so please keep trying. If you find you *can* access the gitlab server (i.e. you can log in) but get a “404 The page could not be found or you don’t have permission to view it” error when trying to view [https://gitlab.eps.surrey.ac.uk/ri0005/binary_c](https://gitlab.eps.surrey.ac.uk/ri0005/binary_c), then I can probably fix the problem. But you have to tell me, so keep trying to log in :)

4. This may take some time: please do not hold your breath, *it is most unwise*.

5. Once you have confirmation from me (or before, if you are impatient) go back to the website, please click on the [sign in button] to sign in, and grab the code. If everything works, great! If not, I may have to talk with IT support, yet again.